
No more intense waterline cleaning. 

Ultimate Border, engineered in Germany, has a special heavy duty 
protection on its surface to prevent chemical penetration because we 
know that the waterline is the most critical area of your swimming pool. 

You will love Ultimate Border for its: 
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* *

* See our warranty and water treatment guides.

Stain Resistance
The protection prevents unwanted 

dirty elements from penetrating 
the surface of the PVC and 

discoloring the border.

Longer Life Span
With less maintenance, there is longer 

life and less frequent renovations. 

Easy Cleaning
With little effort, using approved 
swimming pool chemicals. 

Easy & Quick Installation
An easy and quick installation of 
Ultimate Border avoids lengthy 
renovations or new constructions of 
the swimming pool. 
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Ultimate Border is available in these 4 natural colors and 3 patterns to add 
the perfect touch to your pool and blend with your existing pool colors:

ULTIMATE BORDER covers the water line (height 25,7 cm), 
allowing you to clean with chemicals of your choice. It 
eliminates the unsightly waterline around the perimeter 
of the pool caused by sun creams, cosmetics, and skin 
oils. It makes cleaning much easier and can be 
installed on existing membrane pools, renovation pool 
projects and new pool construction.

Ultimate Border not only protects your pool from unsightly water lines but 

also is aesthetically pleasing. This German-engineered product comes in a 

wide assortment of colors and patterns.
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Contact us: sales@elbtal-plastics.de

Tired of waterline stains?
Ultimate Border is the solution. 

Unicolor
Light Blue

Unicolor
Grey

Unicolor
White

Blue Mosaic Terracotta
Mosaic

Blue Surf

Unicolor
Sand


